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REVISED & EXPANDED SECOND EDITION This manual may be the result of a detailed thought of a societal collapse and
the civil shift and aftermath that could impact individuals and families who are intent on survival. There is an amount of
materials, the main bulk of the tactical stuff, which is definitely common to both books.com\blog Authors be aware on
choosing Get in touch with or Rapid Fire: Get in touch with and Rapid Fire are not designed seeing that sequels, but are
targeted at different audiences. It is a distillation of methods, techniques and procedures (TTPs) adapted to the danger
and environment anticipated in this sort of scenario, in order to provide the knowledge needed to survive in a world
switched upside down. It is no longer simply survival of the fittest but survival of those ready. The manual will take you
from self-defense as a person, team and family members, and to tactics, techniques, procedures and training that can
be used by tactical groups that you might need to form to be able to survive or to resist tyranny. It isn't intended that
you buy both, just one or the other based on your requirements. There can be something in this manual for both tactical
newbie and the military veteran. Authors Internet site: maxvelocitytactical.com Author’s blog page: maxvelocitytactical.
The info in this manual is derived from training and knowledge gained from services with special procedures forces
(SOF) and subsequent employment as a protection contractor in Iraq and Afghanistan. The objective of this manual is
definitely to provide information to improve the security, techniques, and survival abilities of law-abiding residents who
are faced with civil disorder, lawlessness, violence, and physical threat in a post-collapse environment. In a significant
post-event scenario, one of total collapse with several months or years before recovery, families, groupings and
communities may be forced to create such tactical defense forces to safeguard personnel, loved ones and assets against
hostile forces.
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